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1. Introduction 
1.1. Given a base category K and a functor F: K -, K, we shall consider the 
category A(F) of F-algebras and the category PA(F) of partial F-algebras (for 
definitions, see 1.2). The category A(F) has been studied in a lot of papers [2-7, 13, 
171 see also [ll, 121 in connection with the categorical universal algebra and 
automata and control .theory. We shall deal with the following problems: 
(1) Existence and construction of free algebras in A(F). 
(2) Existence and construction of colimits in A(F). 
(3) Existence and construction of left adjoints to functors A(F) -j A(G) induced 
by transformations G += F. 
(4) Completions of partial algebras and other properties of the category PA(F). 
(5) Cocompleteness of the category of algebras for a triple (F, q, p) in K. 
The present paper is based on the thesis [15] of the second author which - 
generalizing categorical constructions [l, 4, 7, 131 and classical constructions of 
universal algebra - attempts to form a general theory of constructions of free 
algebras, colimits etc. Some results of [ 151 are improved and the approach is applied 
to partial algebras and to algebras for a triple. 
As a technical tool, we shall embed A(F) into the category A*(F) [15] of 
algebraized chains which possess convenient properties (Sections 2-4). The category 
PA(F) will be investigated by means of the embedding into the category GPA(F) of 
generalized partial algebras. Notice that categories A*(F) and GPA(F) form 
“completions” of A(F): they have free algebras and are cocomplete. The usefulness 
195 
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of such “completions” follows by the observation that free algebras and colimits can 
be investigated as reflections of those existing in the completion. 
Completions of partial algebras are investigated in Section 6. A canonical rela- 
tionship between A*(F) and CPA(F) is established. A necessary condition for the 
existence of a completion of a partial algebra is given which is also sufficient for 
set-like categories. 
In Section 7, a general theory of algebraic constructions is exhibited. Con- 
structions of free algebras, of free objects with respect to A(G)+ A(F), of colimits 
are proved to be special cases of completion constructions of partial algebras. A 
necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of a construction is given. 
In Section 8, the theory is applied to F with rank. Main result: If K is cocomplete, 
E -co well powered (where (E, F) is an image factorization system) and F preserves 
colimits of p-chains of a given length then all algebraic constructions converge and 
so, A(F) admit free algebras, colimits etc. This is related to results of Barr [7]. 
Using the general theory, in Section 9 we extend results of 113, 1.51 concerning 
algebraic constructions for F preserving epis. 
Section 10 is devoted to categories of algebras for a triple. Cocompleteness 
theorems of Barr [7] and Linton [lo] are proved “more constructively” without any 
completeness hypothesis. 
The paper is closed with Section 11 where those transformations G + F, 
F, G: Set + Set are characterized for which the induced functor A(F) + A(G) has a 
left adjoint. 
1.2. Preliminaries. The base category K is supposed to have small-horn-sets. 
Sometimes also an image factorization system (E, p) in K will be considered: E is a 
class of epis and ~1 is a class of monies, both closed under composition and containing 
all isomorphisms, and each K-map admits an (a, F) factorization which iiunique up 
to an isomorphism. Remember the fill-in-property of an image factorization system: 
if 
is a commutative square then there exists X - Y making both triangles commute. A 
small family {Xn --,X} is said to be in E if it admits no proper factorization 
{X0 --, X} = {X, -+ Y -+ X} with Y + X E CL. If {Xa --, X} is a compatible family for 
a diagram D then it is in E iff the induced map colim D ---, X is in E. 
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If F: K -+ K is a functor, an F-algebra is a K-map FX -+ X. Morphisms from 
FX .-+ X to FY -+ Y are those X ---, Y such that the diagram 
FX-x 
I I 
FY-Y 
commutes. (Here and in what follows, FX -+ FY always denotes F(X + Y).) All 
F-algebras and morphisms between them form a category A(F). We have also a 
natural forgetful functor U: A(F) ---, K defined by U(FX -+ X)=X. 
A partial F-algebra is a diagram FX +-P-+X where P+FX is a manic or 
P + FX E p if an image factorization system (F, fij in ii: is considered. A niap 
X + Y is a morphism from FX +-P ---, X to FY +- Q + Y if there exists P -+ Q 
such that the diagram 
FX-P-X 
I I I 
FY-Q-Y 
commutes. All partial F-algebras and morphisms between them form a category 
PA(F); its forgetful functor U: PA (F) -+ K is defined by U(FX t P -+ X) = X. 
1.3. The following obvious proposition will be applied in various situations, especi- 
ally to diagrams 
A*(F) - A(F) CPA(F) -A(F) 
\ I 
v K 
Proposition. Let A + A’ be a full embedding of a category A into a cocomplete 
category A’. Let V: A’ + L be a functor having a left adjoint @ and U: A -+ L its 
restriction to A. Then a free object in A over an L-objectX with respect to Uis the same 
thing as a repection of @Xin A and a colimit @imAD of a diagram D in A is the same 
thing as a reflection of colimA,D in A (in the sense: the former exists iff the latter does 
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and, if it is the case, they are equal). 
A’+----A 
\I V u 
L 
2. Algebraized chains 
2.1. A chain in K is a diagram {Xi} consisting of objects Xi (i runs over all ordinals) 
and maps Xi -+ Xi (i < i) such that Xk +Xj+Xi=Xk+Xi whenever k<j<i. 
An algebraized chain (with respect to a functor F: K + K) is a couple ((Xi), w) 
where {Xi} is a chain and w is a transformation from {FXi} to {Xi+l}, that is, o = {wi}, 
wi: FXi + Xi+1 and all diagrams 
i I (k <i) 
FX, -Xl+, 
(1) 
A morphism from ({Xi}, w) to ({Y#}, u is a transformation {Xi} + { Yi} which is ) 
compatible with w and c+, that is, a family {Xi -+ Yi} such that the diagrams 
Xk - yk FXI, -----+xk+l 
I II I 
‘5 - Y, FY, -yk+l 
@a, b)
commute for every k, j (k s j). 
2.2. Constructions of algebraized chains. Suppose that K is cocomplete. To construct 
an algebraized chain ({Xi}, w), we shall proceed by induction using the following 
metaconstruction. 
(1) We define XO. 
Further, we suppose that, for an ordinal i > 0, a chain {Xj}j<i and a transformation 
{FXk)k+r<i + {Xk+l}k+r<i have been defined. 
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(a) If i = r + 1, define an object Xi = rfi+i by the pushout 
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This also yields maps FX,+rf,+,, X,+X,+, and Xj+Z=Xj+Xr-X,+i (j+ 
1 <i). Notice that a colimit of the empty chain is 8, the initial object, so that 
T?l=X,,vFXO. 
(b) If i is limit, put Xi = colimj,iXj; we also have maps Xj + Xi. 
Now, to do a further step of the construction, we may 
(2) assume that Xi has been defined. Then define an objecrXi and a map x; -+ X; 
(subject to no commutativity conditions) and put Xj + Xi = Xi --;, X, + Xi (j < i) 
and also FX, + X,,, = FX, -+ T?r+l -+ Xr+l if i = r + 1. 
Ifi .&!jia: foJows +c. AoG.%n 0.7 olnnhro;-,n,i ,.h-;" ,.,‘a ch,,11 rnrtr;rt T\IIVCPI.IPC 
) I-" ULIIIIC a,. a.gl."ra‘L&u LLIUIII) WCI J‘lcxll ‘LJLlllrl ““IJb,“bJ tc3 
describe steps (1) and (2). 
On the other hand, if an algebraized chain ({Xi}, {wi}) is already given, objects ~~ 
and maps FX, --, xrtl, Xi -+ x,+l can be defined as above while the maps Xi -+ Xi 
are obviously induced. The maps Xi -+ X, (i > 0) will be called the determining maps. 
2.3. Constructions of morphisms between algebraited chains. It is clear that, to 
construct a morphism ({X,}, W) -+ ({ Yi}, o), we can proceed as follows. 
(1) We define X0 -+ YO. 
Further we suppose that Xi --;, Yj have been defined for all j less than ordinal i such 
.L.7+ /7”\ _*.... /7L\ rr\--..+Ar F-r _.,_..., 1, C : . . ..+I. ;, : .._-_ G 1 1 , : T-L,.. ._._ 1. ,...,. LllclL (La) ,r;ap. \L”) L”‘lllllULG;3 I”1 L”GIy IL -zJ WlLIL , L 1 IGap. n T 1 .1. I Ilt;ll WC; ,ld”t; 
an induced map Xi -+ Pi and 
(2) we define X; + Yi in such a way that 
x - y, 
I I 
commutes. 
Again we shall always restrict ourselves to describe rules for (1) and (2). 
(3) 
2.4. An algebraized chain d = ({Xi}, w ) is small if all its determining maps are epis 
or in E, if a fixed image factorization system (E, CL) in K is given. Equivalently, d is 
small iff all couples (FXi -+ Xi+l, Xi + Xi+l) are epimorphic or in E and all families 
{Xi -+ Xi}j<i for i limit are epimorphic or in E, respectively. 
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2.5. Define a category A*(F): objects are small algebraized chains and morphisms 
are morphisms between them. 
We have also a natural forgetful functor U:A*(F)-+ K sending each d = 
({Xi12 0) to X0. 
The category A*(F) contains A(F) as a full subcategory and the forgetful functor 
of A*(F) extends that one of A(F). This is provided by identification of each algebra 
FX -+ X with the algebraized chain ({Xi}, {wi}) where Xi =X, wi = FX *X, 
Xi + Xi = 1 for every i, j (i C j). 
2.6. The category A*(F) has small horn-sets and the forgetful functor A*(F) + K is 
faithful. 
In fact, given a small algebraized chain ti = ({Xi}, w) and an arbitrary algebraized 
chain 93 = ({ Yi}, CT) then each map X0 -+ YO can be extended to morphism {Xi -+ Yi} 
from & to % in at most one way: as each Xi + Xi is an epi, there is at most one map 
” -,I,:.., *I.0 A:.xe..a.- IZ\ :.. ? 2 Xi + 1 i Illahlllg 1115 LLlag;lalll (J) Ll1 d2.J. COiEiiiiitO. 
2.7. Small modification of an algebraized chain. Suppose a fixed image factorization 
system (E, FL) in K, K cocomplete. 
Proposition. Every aIgebraized chain s4 has a monocoreflection in A*(F), that is, 
there is d’ whose determining maps are in E and a morphism &’ -+ & whose 
components are in I_L such that every 93 --, d with 23 in A*(F) factors uniquely as 
93-+&4’-+sp. 
induction (2.2, 2.3). Let X& =X0, Xb +Xo=l.Leti>OandletX:andX~+Xi 
have been defined. Then define Xl, X;I + Xi and X: --, Xi from (E, CL) factorization 
Xi +Xi +X, Of X: *Xi-+X,. 
If B -+ d is as in the proposition and B = ({ Yi}, u), B -+ d = {Y, ---$ Xi}, define 
% -+ &‘={Yi -+ Xl} by induction. Let Yo+ XL = Yo+ X0. Let i >O and let 
ti + Xi have been defined such that Pi + Xi + Xi = Yi + Xi. Then Yi + Xi with 
Yi -+ Xi -+ Xi = Yi -+ Xi is to be obtained from the fill-in-property in the diagram 
3. Properties of the category of small algebraized chains 
3.1. Theorem [15]. Let K be cocomplete. Then the forgetful functor U: A”(F) -+ K 
has a left adjoint @. 
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Proof. Given a K-object X, put @X = ({X;], w) where 
X6 = X, Xi = x. 1 -I, _g; --_, _y; = 1 fnr i,n *.,. . _ “. 
Then, given % = ({ Yi}, v), each map X0 -+ Y0 can be uniquely extended to a 
morphism {Xi -+ Yi} from 0X to 93 by putting Xi + Yi =Xi + F< -+ Yi in the 
construction 2.3. Thus 0X together with X + U@X = 1 is a free object over X with 
respect to U. 
3.2. The algebraized chain 0X = ({Xi}, w) will be called the free algebra construction 
over X. It can be easily shown that {Xi} coincides with the free algebra construction of 
[ 11, see also [ 171: 
x,=x, Xi = X V colimiCi FXj 
(that is, Xi+1 = X v FX,, while Xi = colimj<;Xj for i limit). 
3.3. Theorem [ 1.51. If K is cocomplete so is A*(F). 
Proof. Let a diagram D in A*(F) have vertices & = ({X?}, we), cr E A, A is a set. 
Then, for every i, we have a diagram with vertices X9 (cy EA) and, for i>O, a 
diagram {XS} (a E A). Define & = ({Xi}, W) and morphisms J&‘~ -+ ~2 by induction 
(2.2,2.3): Let X, = colim, X,“, let X,” -+ X0 be the colimit maps. Let i > 0 and let Xi 
and XT -+ Xi have been defined. Then define Xi and Xi +X; by the following 
pushout (p): 
;I LI _ /i, -coiimX~ ------*X, 
I 
u 
I I (P) 
x - colim Xp BX, n 
As all determining maps Xp + Xy are epis or in F (for a given image factorization 
system (F, p) in K) so is colim, X7p - colim, X” and, consequently, so is rt + Xi. 
The above diagram also gives maps Xg *Xi (=X7 + colim, Xp -+ Xi) which 
c”t;cf.r rho n,Tmm>.+n+:.r:t., ,.,x,rl:+:,x‘. ,%F 3 1 /?\ JaL‘Jly LllC c”lIuu”~arr”lry L”,,U,L,“,I “I L. I) IL,. 
If {J& - .CB} (where 9S = ({ Yi}, F)) is a compatible family for D, the required 
morphism d + 93 with the property &‘, --+ d + 93 = .& + 9? (CY EA) is to be 
defined by induction: X0 -+ Y0 is tolimit induced and for Xi + Yi (i > 0) use the 
above pushout (p). The morphism & + 93 is unique because X0 -+ Y,, is unique, see 
2.6. 
3.4. If a diagram D in A*(F) ranges in A(F) then the algebraized chain which is the 
colimit of D in A*(F) will be called the colimit construction over D. Note that the 
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colimit construction corresponds to the construction of colimits in A(F) presented in 
[41. 
3.5. Let cp: G -+ F be a transformation. Then the induced functor 
(Pa: A(F) --* A(G) (sending FX -+X to GX ‘px, FX -+ X) extends to a functor 
q~g :A*(F) -+ A*(G) as follows. For & = ({Xi}, {FXj + Xi+l}) put && = 
({Xi}, {GXi + FXi -+ Xi+,}) and define (pE& to be the small modification of @a& in 
A*(G). 
Theorem [15]. Let K be cocomplete. The functor (pg : A*(F) + A*(G) has a left 
adjoint cp: : A*(G) + A*(F). 
Proof. Let 28 = ({Yi}, {GYi -+ Yi+r}) be in A*(G). We shall define an algebraized 
chain qZ93 = ({Hi}, {FHi ---, Hi+,}) in A*(F) and a transformation {Yi + Hi} from 
{ Yi} to {Hi} such that, for every k, 
GYk + GHk --, FHk -+ Hktl = GYk -+ Yktl + Hk,.l. (4) 
Put HO= YO, YO-+ Ho = 1. Suppose that i > 0 and that the object pi and maps 
Yk + Hk (k < i) have been defined such that (4) holds whenever k + 1< i. Then we 
also have a map Yi + Ri; in fact, if i = r + 1, we use the following commutative 
diagram (having in mind that a, b are pushouts) 
while Yi -+ Hi = colimjCi( Yj + Hi) for i limit. NOW define Hi, EIi ---* Hi and Yi + Hi 
by the pushout 
(6) 
Y + H, 
AS Vi + Yi is in E, SO is pi + Hi. The commutativity of the pushout and of (5) 
ensures that (4) holds for all k with k + 1 s i, too. The construction of (PC% and of 
{ Yi ---* Hi} is finished. 
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According to (4) { Yi + Hi} is a morphism from 93 to & 0 cp: 93 which factors 
through the small modification as 93 -+ (pg((pza)-, cp”R(cptB). Let us prove that 
9 -+ cpi(cp?S)) has the universal property. Let 93 ---, ~;a be a morphism in A*(G) 
where d = ({X,}, {FX + X,+l}) is in A*(F). Consider the composite { Yi + Xi} = 
95’ -+ (p&J +- &.s& Then there is a unique homomorphism {Hi -+ Xi}: (P~sB + d 
such that 
(7) 
commutes, that is, such that Y, += Xi = Yi -+ Hi -+X; for every i. Indeed, {Hi -+ X;} 
is to be defined by induction: let Ho -X0= YO-XO (remember that Ho= YO, 
YO-’ H,, = 1 so that really YO-, Ho-+ X0 =HO+ XO; moreover, Ho-+X0 is 
unique). 
Let i > 0 and let Cl, + Xi have been defined. Using the fact that {Y; + Xi} is a 
homomorphism from 93 to &sZ and using the definition of Fi + fir, we get a 
commutative diagram 
Regarding the pushout (6) we get a unique map Hi += Xi such that Yi -+ Hi + Xi = 
Y;-,Xi and ~ii-,;~Xi=I? --, Xi -+ Xi. The construction of the morphism 
cp~93 -+ d is finished. This is a unique homomorphism making (7)commute because, 
at i-th step of the construction, Hi -+ Xi was unique for every i. 
3.6. If % = GY +Y is in A(G), then the algebraized chain ~~~t.93 will be called the 
left adjoint construction over 93 with respect to cp. Notice that it coincides with that 
one given in [13]. 
4. Special algebraized chains 
4.1. An algebraized chain d = ({Xi}, w) in A*(F) is regular if 
(a) FXo * X1 c X0 is a part of pushout; 
(b) the determining maps Xi + Xi are identities for i > 1. 
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Observe that, due to (a), Xi + Xi is an extremal epi and so it is in E for every image 
factorization system (E, CL) in K. Thus each regular chain is small, i.e. belongs to 
A*(F). 
Further, every ~4 from A(F) is regular. 
Finally, the category of regular algebraized chains is closed to colimits in A*(F), it 
contains all free algebra constructions and all left adjoint constructions (which is 
easily seen from proofs of 3.1,3.3 and 3.5). Thus, the category of regular algebraized 
chains provides a relatively very small and natural completion of A(F). 
4.2. An algebraized chain d = ({Xi}, {wi}) is stafionary if there exists i0 such that all 
maps Xi + Xi (ion i <j) are isomorphisms. If it is the case, we put Lim d = 
({Xi,+i}, {wi,+i}) and we shall say that d converges to Lim r;P. Then maps Xi + Xi,,+i 
form a homomorphism ~2 + Lim ~4. The following is obvious. 
Proposition [15]. Each algebraized chain L& which is stationary has a reflection in 
A(F), namely ti -+ Lim &. 
5. Generalized partial algebras 
5.1. Let F: K + K be an arbitrary functor. A generalized partial algebra (a g.p.a.) is 
a diagram FX +- P + X. A morphism from FX +P+XtoFY+Q-+ Yissucha 
morphism X L Y that there exists a morphism P -+ Q making the diagram 
FX--P-------,X 
FY-Q----+Y 
commute. 
Generalized partial algebras and morphisms between them form a category which 
will be denoted by GPA(F). 
Each algebra FX -+ X will be identified with the g.p.a. FX c- ’ FX + X. Hence 
we have a full embedding A(F)+ GPA(F). We have also the forgetful functor 
GPA (F) --, K sending each FX + P --, X to X. 
5.2. Proposition. If K is cocomplete so is GPA(F). 
Proof. If a small diagram D in GPA(F) have vertices ~4~ = (FX, + P, + X,), then 
~4 = (F colim X, + colim FX, +- colim P, -+ colim X,) together with the family 
{Xa - colim X,} is a colimit of D. 
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5.3. Proposition. If K has an initial object 0, then the forgetful functor GPA (F) -+ K 
has a left adjoint defined by 
@X=(FX+O-+Xl. 
Proof is obvious. 
E 
5.4. Proposition. Each transformation F-G induces a functor 
EL: GPA(F)+ GPA(G) and, if K has pullbacks, also a functor 
CR: GPA(G)+ GPA(F). The functor ER extends ER: A(G)+ A(F) and is right 
adjoint to EL. 
Proof. Put 
c,(FX-P+X)=(GX+FX+P+=X) 
&(GY+Q+ Y)=(FY+Q’+Q+ Y) 
where FY + Q’ -+ Q is defined by a pullback 
FY ,GY 
To prove that EL. FR are adjoints, it suffices to show that the following conditions (a), 
(b) are equivalent for every X -+ Y; we denote &!=(FXtP*X), C%‘= 
(GY +-Q-, Y). 
(a) X + Y is a morphism from EL.& to 93, i.e. there is P -+ Q with 
(1) P-+FX-+GX-+GY=P+Q-,GY, 
(2) P+Q-+Y=P-+X-+Y. 
(b) X + Y is a morphism from d to CR,%, i.e. there is P -+ Q’ with 
(3) P-+FX+FY=P-+Q’+FY, 
(4) P-Q’-Q- Y=P+X-+ Y. 
Thus, suppose (a). Rewriting the left side of (1) as P + FX -+ FY 4 GY we get 
(from the above pullback) a map P -+ Q’ such that (3) and 
(5) P-+Q’--tQ=P+Q 
hold. Now (5) and (2) imply (4). 
Suppose (b) and put P + Q = P + Q’ - Q. Then, using the commutativity of the 
above pullback, we have P-,FX-+GX+GY=P-+FX+FY-+GY= 
P- Q’- FY + GY = P+ Q’+ Q --j GY which proves (1) while (2) follows by 
(4). 
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By 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 GPA(F) is a completion of A(F) in the sense mentioned in 
introduction. This completion is in no sense minimal. In fact, any reflective sub- 
category of GPA(F) containing A(F) is a completion of A(F), due to 1.3. Now, we 
shall give three examples of such reflective subcategories of nature, see 5.5, 5.6 and 
5.7. 
5.5. Partial algebras. Let PA(F) be the category of partial algebras defined with 
respect to the class w of monomorphisms from an image factorization system (E, p) in 
K. 
Free objects and colimits in PA(F) can be sometimes constructed in the same way 
as in GPA(F): 
(a) If K has an initial object 0 and if all maps 0-+ X are in F, then the forgetful 
functor PA(F) -+ K has a left adjoint defined by @X= FX +0’+ X. 
(b) If D is a small category then (E, p) lifts to an image factorization system on KD 
which will be denoted also by (E, p). The following follows immediately from the 
proof of 5.2: 
If colim: KD + K preserves p for any small D and if the canonical map 
colim FE& -+ F colim U9 (where U:PA(F)+ K is the forgetful functor) for a 
diagram 9 in PA(F) is in I*, then the colimit of 9 in GPA(F) is contained in PA(F). 
The main cocompleteness theorem for PA(F) is the following: 
Theorem. Let Kbe cocomplete and E -co-well-powered. Then PA(F) is (epi)reflective 
in GPA(F) and thus, it is cocomplete. 
Proof. Let & = (FX, +-PO --;, X,,) be a g.p.a. Define a chain {.&} in GPA(F) by 
induction as follows: 
Let S& = (FX, c Pk --, Xk) and ~4~ -+ .& have been defined for j < k S i such that 
all U(S&?j*&k)=Xj+Xk are in E. Then consider an (F, II) factorization 
Pi + Pi+l+ FXi of Pi + F%i and define Xi+1 and Piti Xi+1 by the pushout 
Put Pi+l --+ FXitl = Pi+l + FXi + FXiitl, and define Spit1 = (FX,,, +-Pi+, + Xi+& 
Clearly, Xi -+ Xi+1 is a morphism from di to &i+r. Further, as Pi -+ Pi+1 is in E SO is 
Xi -+ Xi+1 (a well known property of a pushout). Of course, we define Xk -+ Xi+1 = 
Xk + Xi + Xi+i. 
If i is limit, put tii = colimk,i &, that is, 
&i = (FXi + Pi + Xi) = (F Cyt,ll Xj + CyIill FXj + Cy!ll Pj + Cq$ll Xi). 
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This yields also maps Xk + Xi (k <i) which are in E (a well-known property of a 
colimit of an E -chain) and which are morphisms from S& to ~4~. 
As K is e-co-well-powered, there is i such that Xi + X,+r is an isomorphism. Then 
&i+i is a partial algebra because Pi+r + FXi+r is in p being a composite of 
Pi+1 + FXi E p and FXi + FXi+,. 
It is not difficult to show that each morphism & --, 93 (with 93 in PA(F) can be 
uniquely “extended” by induction to .& + 9$ for every k which proves that &;+I is a 
reflection of do 
5.6. Non-deterministic algebras. Assume that K has finite products and F, (e, CL) are 
arbitrary. A non-deterministic algebra is a g.p.a. & = (FX t P -+ X) such that the 
induced map P + FX XX is in ,u. A non-deterministic algebra is, in fact, a relation 
FX --, X. The non-deterministic algebras form a full subcategory M(F) of GPA(F). 
The category M(F) could be used to model non-deterministic automata in the same 
way as A(F) is used by Arbib and Manes [5, 6, 121 for a categorical deterministic 
automata theory. 
Let&!=FX+-P+Xbeag.p.a.andP -+ Q +FX XX be an (E, CL)-factorization 
oftheinducedmapP-+FXxX.PuttingQ-+X=Q-+FXxX-+X,Q+FX= 
Q --+ FX x X -+ FX we get a non-deterministic algebra s?’ = (FX t Q -+ X) such 
that 1 :X --, X is a morphism from d to &‘. Clearly, d + &’ is a reflection of .& to 
&I. Thus we have: 
Proposition. Let K have finite products. Then M(F) is (epi)reflective in GPA(F). 
5.7. Regular generalized partial algebras. A g.p.a. (FX +P +X) is regular if it is 
part of a pullback-pushout. Regular g.p.a.‘s form a full subcategory Reg(F) of 
GPA(F) which, due to the first theorem below, provides a relatively small 
“completion” of A(F) and which is related to regular algebraized chains (see 4.1). 
Theorem. If K has pullbacks and pushouts, then Reg(F) is reflective in GPA(F). 
Proof. Let FX t P -+ X be a g.p.a. Define FX - Q +X by the pushout (a) below 
P -FX P’ - FX P------*FX 
I II IL9 
X-Q X-Q X-Q 
(a> (b) (cl 
and .%?I = (FX + P’ - X) by the pullback (b) above. Then (b) is also a pushout and 
so, d’ is a regular g.p.a. Moreover we have a map P ---, P' such that (c)commutes. So, 
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1 :X -+ X is a morphism ti ---), d’. We shall show that & ---, d’ is a reflection of d in 
Reg(F). To this end, it suffices to prove that if X -+ Y is a morphism from & to 
93 = (FY + R -+ Y), where 93 is a part of a pullback-pushout R -+ FY + S = 
R + Y -+ S, then it is also a morphism from &!I to 93. Consider a commutative 
diagram (d); we have a pushout map 
FX-P-------+X FX-Q4----x 
I I I 
FY-R-Y 
(4 
FX- 
1 I I 
FY-S-Y 
P’ ____, x 
(e> 
FY-R-Y 
(f) 
Q + S making the diagram (e) commute and this yields a pullback map P’ + R such 
that (f) commutes. This concludes the proof. 
6. Completion of partial algebras 
6.1. In this section, we shall consider the question whether a g.p.a. has a completion, 
i.e. a reflection in A(F). Simultaneously, we obtain natural functors between A*(F) 
and GPA(F) which relate these categories and provide isomorphisms between the 
category of regular algebraized chains and the category of regular g.p.a.‘s. 
6.2. Assume that K is cocomplete. Define a functor C: GPA(F)+ A*(F) as 
follows. If d = (FX +- P + X) is a g.p.a., put Cd = ({Xi}, w ) where CSQ is defined by 
induction (see 2.2): X0 = X, FXo --, Xl and X0 + Xi are from a pushout 
P ’ X0 
(*> +I 
X1 
which yields the determining map from rfi =X0 v FXO to Xi and put Xi =xi, 
Xi+Xi=lfori>l. 
CSB will be called the completion construction for d. 
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If X0 -+ Y0 is a map from & to L?8 = (FYO +- Q --;, YO) and C93 = ({Y,}, a) then 
define Xi + Yr to be pushout induced and Xi + Yi =r%. ~ Vi for i > 1 (see 2.3). 
This define a morphism CSB += CL%. 
6.3. Remark. One can easily show using induction that the completion construction 
can be more directly described as follows: for every i, Xi is defined by a pushout 
p -, FX,, -----+ colim FX, 
I , i I 
6.4. Proposition. Assume that K is cocomplete and has pullbacks. The completion 
construction functor C: GPA(F) + A*(F) has a right adjoint. 
Proof. Define R: A*(F) -+ GPA(F) as follows: for d = ({Xi}, w), let R& = 
(FX, t P --, X0) be from the pullback (;k). The definition of R on maps is clear. It is 
routine to show that C is adjoint to R. 
6.5. Remark. The category of regular algebraized chains is isomorphic to the 
category of regular g.p.a.‘s. The isomorphism and its inverse are provided by the 
restrictions of C and R respectively. 
6.6. Proposition. Let d be a g.p.a. The following conditions are equivalent whenever 
K is cocomplete, e-co- well-powered (with respect to an image factorization system 
(e, p) in K) and has finite limits. 
(i) & has a completion. 
(ii) The partial algebra which is a reflection of d in PA(F) has a completion. 
(iii) The non-deterministic algebra which is a reflection of d in M(F) has a 
completion. 
(iv) The regular algebra which is a reflection of B in Reg(F) has a completion. 
Proof. Using 5.5,.5.6,5.7, we apply 1.3, proposition to the following three diagrams. 
PA(F) -A(F) M(F) 7 A(F) R&F) +----- A(P) 
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The Propositions 6.7, 6.8 below establish a condition which is necessary and 
sometimes also sufficient for the existence of a completion of a g.p.a. Proposition 6.8 
extends, in some sense, the main result of [17]. 
6.7. Proposition. Let K have pushouts. If .d = (FX _f P ’ - X) has a completion 
.&‘A93, %=(FY 2 Y), rhen 
f FC 
P-FX-FY 
(4 g I I ” C 
X l Y 
is a pushout. 
Proof. Let 
f F-C 
P-FX-FY 
(b) g I 
X 
k ,I h 
Z 
be a pushout. According to the commutativity of (a) we get a map 2 L Y such that 
(c) sk = c, 
(d) sh = w. Fs h 
Put 59 = (FZ - FY - Z). It follows from (d) that s(hFs) = OFS i.e. that s is a 
morphism, s: V -+ 93. Further, using (c)we can replace Fc in (b) by FsFk to obtain 
((hFs)Fk)f = kg which shows that k is a morphism, k: s4 + %‘. As c: d -+ 93 is a 
reflection, we have k = rc for some r: 93 + V, i.e. for some r: Y -+ Z with 
(e) ru = (hFs)Fr. 
Thenc=sk=s(rc)=(sr)candsosr=l y. Finally rsh = ro = hFsFr = hF(sr) = h and 
rsk = rc = k. Hence rs = lz by the universal property of the pushout (b) and s is an 
isomorphism. Now, (a) is a pushout by (c) and (d). 
6.8. Let H be a class of monomorphisms in K such that 
(1) IfX-+ Y-+ZEp,thenX-+ YES. 
(2) K is p-well-powered. 
(3) ff{Xi + Y)iCO is a compatible family for a chain {Xi},<, (LY a limit ordinal) and 
if Xi + Y E ~1 for every i <(Y, then also colimiCa! Xi + YE CL. 
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(4) In any pushout 
(Notice that these assumptions are fulfilled e.g. for K = Set, p = {all monies}.) 
Then we have: 
Theorem. Let F: K + K preserve p and let ~4 = (FX, +-P + X0) be a g.p.a. which 
admits a homomorphism X0 -+ Z E TV to an algebra FZ -+ Z. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) & has a completion. 
(ii) & has a constructive completion. 
(iii) There exists a pushout 
Ff 
P-FXo----+FY 
Proof. As (ii)a(i) and (i)+(iii) (by 6.7) it is enough to prove (iii)+(ii). Let 
Cd = ({Xi}, 0). Because of the commutativity of the above pushout, X0 -+ Y is a 
morphism from d to FY + Y and so it induces a morphism {Xi ---, Y} from CzZ to 
FY -+ Y. The stationarity of Cd will be proved if we show that Xi --z Y are in p (K is 
p-well powered!). First, X0 -+ YE p by (iii). Now, suppose Xi + YE p for every 
j < i where i > 0. We have a commutative diagram 
P - FX,, -colim FX, - FY 
I 
ICI 
The outer square is a pushout (being identical with that one in (iii)) while the left 
inner square is a pushout by 6.3. It follows easily that also the right inner square is a 
pushout. Further, using the induction assumption and the assumption F~.A c /J and 
(3) we get colimjci FXj -+ FY E /A and then Xi -+ YE ,u by (4). The proof is finished. 
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7. Algebraic constructions 
7.1. Theorem (The Main Principle of Algebraic Constructions). Let K be cocomplete. 
Then a g.p.a. d has a completion #the completion construction ford has a reflection in 
A (F). Consequently, if the completion construction Cd for &? is stationary, then d has a 
completion, namely Lim Cd. 
Proof. Apply 1.3 and the following diagram. See also 4.2 and 6.4. 
A*(F) -A(F) 
7.2. The free algebra construction, the left adjoint construction and the colimit 
construction are special cases of completion constructions; the following is obtained 
by a direct comparison of constructions. 
Proposition. The free algebra construction over a K-object of X is just the completion 
construction for the g.p.a. FX t 0 -+ X, that is, for the free g.p.a. over X. 
The left adjoint construction over a G-algebra GX + X with respect to the functor 
(OR :A(F) + A(G) induced by a transformation rp : G -+ F is just the completion 
construction the g.p.a. FX 
‘px 
+GX-+X=(pR(GX+X). 
The colimit construction over a diagram D in A(F) is just the completion construction 
for the g.p.a. which is a colimit of D in GPA(F). 
7.3. Corollary [ 151. A free algebra over X in A(F) exists iff the free algebra construc- 
tion over X has a reflection in A(F). 
A free object over GX + X with respect to (PR exists iff the left adjoint construction 
over GX -+ X has a reflection in A(F). 
A colimit of a diagram D in A(F) exists iff the colimit construction over a diagram D 
has a reflection in A(F). 
7.4. Corollary [3, 4, 131. If the respective construction is stationary, it converges to a 
free algebra (to a free object, to a colimit, respectively). 
If a completion construction for ti is stationary, we shall say that ~4 has a 
constructive completion. In particular, we shall speak about constructive free algebras, 
constructive free objects and constructive colimits. 
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7.5. "Theorem. Let K be cocomplete. Let d =({X;}, w) be a small algebraized chain, 
Ford to be stationary, it is necessary and sufficient that there is a morphism d- @ 
with @ = FZ- Z in A (F) such that some chain map X a- Xi factors as 
X 0 - Z- Xi where X 0 - Z is the component of d- @ and Z -Xi is a map such 
that all z- xi- xi+i {i > 0) are monies and such that the diagram 
FZ _______ ...,. FXi 
j 
commutes. (Then@= Lim d.) 
Proof. The necessity is obvious. Let us prove the sufficiency. By the commutativity 
of the above diagram, maps z -xi- xi+i {i ;:=: 0) form a morphism from [JlJ to 
d =({Xi+;}, {wi+;}). As X 0 - Z- Xi= Xo- Xh the 0-th component of this 
morphism coincides with that one of the morphism {X;- Xi+i}: d- .iJ. As d is 
small, d-@- .iJ = d- .iJ by 2.6. As i = j + i for sufficiently large i, say i ;:=: j 0 , 
X;- Xi+i =X; - Z- Xi+i are identities and so Z- Xi+i are split epis. On the 
other hand, z- xj+i = z- xi- xj+i are montes by the assumption. 
Consequently, they are isomorphisms. It follows that 
{Z- Xio+;}:@- ({Xio+;}, {wio+;}) 
is an isomorphism. Hence d is stationary and @ = Lim d. 
8. Applications for functors preserving colimits of chains 
8.1. Let {e, p.,) be an image factorization system inK. Let d-@ be a morphism in 
A *(F), d =({X;}, w ), @ = ({ Y;}, CT ), d-@ ={X;- Y;}. 
Defined-@ to be in E *if X 0 - Y 0 E E and to be in p., *if X; - Y; E p., for every i. 
8.2 .. Proposition [15]. Let K be cocomplete. Then (E *, p., *)is an image factorization 
system in A *(F). 
Proof. It is clear that E * (resp. p., *) is closed to compositions, consists of epimor-
phisms (resp. monomorphisms) and contains all isomorphisms. It remains to show 
that every A*(F)-morphism d-@, d=({X;},w), @=({Y;},CT), d-@= 
{X;- Y;}, admits an (up to isomorphism) unique factorization 
Ee* EJ.L* 
d~C(i~@. 
To end this, define C(f = ({Z;}, 8), d- C(f ={X- Z;}, C(f-@ = {Z;- Y;} by 
induction: 
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Let X0 -+ 2” + Y0 be an (E, CL)-factorization of X0+ Yo. If i > 0 and if 
Xi -+ Zi + Y, have been defined such that the diagram (a) below commutes, 
(a) (b) 
define Zi, Zi + Zi, Zi + Yi by choosing an (E, @)-factorization Zi + Zi + Yi of 
Zi + r’, -+ Yi and we obtain a map Xi + Zi due to the fill-in-property. Hence we 
have the above commutative diagram (b) where zi + Zi E F, 2, + Yi E /.L. The latter 
properties and commutativity of (b) determine Zi, Z, -+ Zi, Xi + Zi, Zi + Yi 
uniquely. This proves that the factorization & + Ce -+ 93 constructed in this way is 
unique up to an isomorphism. 
8.3. Denote A*(F) the full subcategory of A*(F) consisting of algebraized p- 
chains, i.e. of those ({ Yi}, w) with Yi 4 Yi E /J (i <j). 
Theorem [ 151. Let K be e-co-well-powered and cocomplete. Then A@(F) is (e*)- 
reflective in A*(F). 
Proof. Let J& = ({Xi}, w) be in A*(F). Writing FXj + Xk (j + l< k) we shall always 
meanthecompositeFX, zXj+i+Xk.Thus,ifa(O)<a(l)<.*.<(*(i)<**.are 
ordinals, then ~4~ = ({Xa(i,}, {FX,z(i, --, Xa(i+lj}) is a (not necessarily small) alge- 
braized chain and maps Xi + Xa(i) form a morphism d -+ #. 
To construct a reflection ~4 + &w of ti in AW(F), we shall proceed by induction, 
defining simultaneously ordinals a!(i) is such a way that & + Se” factors as 
.S4+sP+SP. The algebraized chain dP will be described as ~4~ = 
({Zi}, {FZi + Zi+l}) below. 
Consider all maps X0 + Xi and their (E, p)-factorizations X0 -+ Z0.j + Xi. Then 
X”---+Z ---+x 0.1 I 
Z0.k - Xk 
maps Zo,j -+ ZO,k obtained by the fill-in-property, make {Zo,j} a chain. As K is 
E -co-well-powered, there is (Y (0) such that all X0 + Zo,j (j 2 a(O)) are equivalent, 
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or, without loss of generality, equal to some XO --+ Z,. Hence we have 
E& 
(+) 
ECL 
Xo+X,co,=Xo -Zo -Xa(o) 
and, moreover 
(*) ZO+X~(0)~xjGE (i>~(W. 
Suppose that i > 0 and the ordinals a(i) (i < i), maps Zj -+ Zk (i < k < i) and 
factorizations Xj -+ Zj + Xacj, (i < i) have been defined such that the following 
diagrams (a), (b), resp. (c), (d) commute for all i, k with j < k <i resp. j + 1 <i. 
X, -Z, - Xx(,) -X5+, FX, - FZ, - FX <r(l) - FX,+, 
1 (a) 1 (b) 1 (e) 1 1 (c) 1 (d) 1 (0 1 ’ 
xk - Zk - z&k ) -X,+k x,+1 --+z,+I--x(,+I) -x >+/+I 
Then, for every s > supj<i a(i), also the above diagrams (e), (f) commute which 
induces the following commutative diagram (g), 
x, ---+z, 
_ _ 
-x 
_ 
=(I) -X,+, x, ---+z, A 2 <r(l) -x+, 
I ,I I 
(i) 
1 
/ z: tt Z.,., \ 
X, X X, \+, 
,I 
X I+, 
(g) (h) 
where _$+) stands for pi defined with respect to the just defined part of 
({Yk), {FYk * Y~+I))= (lXnckJ, {FX,(k, -+ X,C~+IJ>) and JEti stands for Qi defined 
with respect to (IOiI, {FQi + C?i+lI>= ({xS+i}, {FX,+, - X,+,+1}). 
Let us embed (g) in the above diagram (h) where (i) is defined to be a pushout, 
Z: - Zs,i -+ Xs+i is an (E, p))-factorization of the map Z: -+ Xs+i induced by the 
commutativity of (g) and by the fact that (i) is a pushout. Using the same argument as 
for i = 0, we can find an ordinal a’(i) such that all Zl -+ Z5.i (s 2 a’(i)) are equal to 
some Z: dZiE.5. Putting LY(i)=cr’(i)+i, Xi+Zi=Xj *Zi -+Zi we get a 
factorization 
(++) Xi + Xa (i) = Xi + Zi 
such that 
(a*) Zi+Xn(i)+XjE/Jd 
Further put Zi -+ z, = 2Yi -_, Z 
ECL X(i) 
(i > a (4). 
+ Zi (see (i)). AS %i -+ Xi E E and (i) is a pushout, 
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Zi -+ ZI is in F and SO is Zi + Z,. Moreover, the diagram 
I I I 
x - z, - x a(t) 
commutes. The construction of & + ti@ -+ N is finished. It follows immediately 
from (+), (+*) and from the commutativity of diagrams 
(i <i) 
that Zi -+ Zj is in /_L whenever i < j. SO ti@ is in A*(F). It remains to show that 
Oe + Sp” is a reflection of ti in AW(F). 
Let d+ 93 be a morphism with 93 in A*(F). Denote (da)‘, (B3”)’ the small 
modifications of &, p” resp. Factorize the above constructed morphism tirB” + d” 
as &2p’I + (Oe”)’ + d”. Analogously, write 9? -+ CB3” as 93 + (.9J3”)’ + s3”; as 93 is in 
A@(F), all components of 93 + Bja are in g and so are those of B --, (kBa)‘, i.e. 
93 * (CB3*)‘E F*. The morphism ti + 93 induces a morphism &e + B3” and, 
consequently, a morphism (de)’ + (5B3”)‘such that the following diagram commutes 
Now, the required morphism &* + 93 is to be obtained from the fill-in-property in 
the latter diagram. 
8.4. The above theorem enables us to define free algebra p-construction to be 
A”(F)-reflection of the ordinary free algebra construction. Analogously for other 
constructions. However, the following theorem shows that hese new constructions 
have the same effectivity. 
Theorem. Let K be cocomplete and E -co- well-powered. Then an algebraized chain d 
in A”‘(F) is stationary iff its reflection tiapc” in A’“(F) is. 
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Proof. Passing the proof of 8.3 we see that if x2 is stationary so is tic”. The converse is 
true by 7.5 where we put %I = FZ - Z = Lirn d”, d +93=.ti-+d”+Lim&?p.To 
describe the required map Z ---, Xi, consult the proof of 8.3. We have ~4~ = 
((Zi}, {FZi 4 Zi+,}) SO that %I = FZi + Zi+, = Zj for some i. Considering the 
morphism &* + da we get a commutative diagram 
FZ, -----+FX<,~,,-FX~~~+I, 
and we can put Z -+ Xi = (Zi = Zj+l -+ Xa(i+lj) to obtain the commutativity of 7.5. 
By (++) we have X,-X,=X,,-X,-Xxa(i)‘Xa(j+l)=XO--,X, + Zj 
+-Xa(t)+XaCi+l)=XO -+Z+XjandZ-,Xi+lE~ (izO)by(**). 
8.5. The corollary to the following theorem improves a result of [15]. A functor 
F: K + K is said to preserve colimits (unions) of F-chains of length (Y ((Y a limit 
ordinal) if for every g-chain {Xi}ice, the canonical map colimi<cr FXi -+ 
F(colimi,, Xi) is an isomorphism (the family {FXi -+ FX}i<, is in E provided that 
Xi + X is a compatible family over {Xi}i<a which is in E). 
Theorem. Let K be cocomplete, e-co-well-powered. 
(1) If F preserves colimits of p-chains of length a, then each regular algebraized 
chain is stationary. Consequently, A(F) is reflective in the category of regular alge- 
braized chains. 
(2) If Fpreserves unions of p-chains of length CY, then each algebraized chain which 
issmall (with respect to (E, p)) is stationary. Consequently, A(F) is reflective in A*(F). 
Corollary. If K, F are as above, then A(F) has free algebras, is cocomplete, every 
functor A(F) + A(G) induced by a transformation G - Fhas a left adjoint and every 
(generalized) partialF-algebra has a completion. Moreover, free algebras, colimits, free 
objectives and completions are constructive. 
To prove the theorem, we shall need the following: 
Lemma. If K is e-co-well-powered and F preserves colimits of y-chains of length c~ 
then, for every chain {Xi} there are ordinals LY (0) < LY (1) < . . . < CY (i) < . . . such thatfor 
every ordinal y with cofinality (Y, F preserves colimit of the chain {Xaci,};<, 
(consequently, Fpreserves also the colimit of {Xl}i<, where s = supicy a(i)). 
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Proof of Lemma. As K is E -co-well-powered, for every i there exist /3(i) and Zi such 
that Xi + Xi 0’ <p(i)) factors as 
Define ordinals a(i) by (w(O)=p(O), (~(i+l)=p~(+ a(i)=Supj<i~Q) for i limit. 
Then there are maps .Zacr) + .Zaci, such that 
-K(i) - Z(i) p xaCi+l) 
1 (4 1 (b) ] 
xaCi) .z .------+x. a(1) a(J+l) 
AS Za(i) + -L(~+I) + -&(j+~) E CL, also -Z(i) -+ Zaci, E CL. Thus these maps make Za(i) 
an ~-chain. Further the diagram (c) below commutes 
xa-&z 
a(r) l X a(l+l) 
xa(i+l) N u(‘) I i’/r z.i,+lj(dL :(,+,1 (f) 
and so does (because the other square in (f) is just (b), (e) is (c) for i = i + 1 and 
Z a(t+tI -+ Xa(i+zj E p). One can show easily using the commutativity of (a), (c), (d) 
that for every limit ordinal y, the chains {Xa(i)}i<v, {Z=(i)}i<y have the same colimit. 
The same applies for {FXa(i)}i<y, {FZa(i)}i<y Now, if y has a cofinal cr, then the map 
COlimi<,FZ,ci, -+ F(colimi<y Z,,,,) is an isomorphism (because {Za(i)}r<v is an CL- 
chain) and SO is colimi<,FX,ci, 3 F(colimi<yXa(iJ. 
Proof of the theorem. (1) Let d = ({Xi}, o) be a regular algebraized chain. By the 
lemma, there exists an ordinal s such that colimi<S FX, + F(colimi<,X,) is an 
isomorphism. As colimi<S X, = X, andXS + X, is an isomorphism (& is regular), the 
map colimi,, FXi + FX, is an isomorphism, too. Then also 
x, + x,+1 =x, -K+, ---,X+1 
is an isomorphism because ??+I + XS+l is an isomorphism (~4 is regular) and 
X, + XS+, is defined (see 2.2) by the pushout 
colim FXi 
i<s 
XS 
I I 
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Now, it is easy, to prove by induction that if J&! is regular and X, -XS+i is an 
isomorphism so are all X, + X,,,. Thus d is stationary. As all constructions (free 
algebra construction etc.) are regular, the corollary follows. 
(2) Let ~4 = ({X,}, w) be in A”(F). Then colim;+ FXi + FXS E F by the assump- 
tion on F and so X, +X,+1 E e (see the pushout (g) for s = a). We have X, - XS+i E 
p and, simultaneously, 
so that X, -+ XS+i is an isomorphism. It is easy to prove by induction (using the fact 
Xi + X, E F and X, + X, E g) that every X, -+ X,+i is an isomorphism. The corol- 
lary follows by 8.4 applied to the free algebra construction, etc. 
Remark. The existence of free algebras and colimits was established by Barr in [7] 
under assumptions slightly different from (1) above: The couple (E, p) is not 
supposed to be an image factorization system but only to have properties 
(a) each member of k is a manic, 
(b) each K-map admits an (F, @)-factorization. 
On the other hand, completeness of K is assumed (the proof uses a solution set 
argument). 
8.6. The following theorem does not involve any image factorization system in K. 
The existence of free algebras and colimits in A(F) appearing in the corollary has 
been proved by G.M. Kelly in the unpublished manuscript [21] by an analogous 
method. 
Theorem. Let K be cocomplete and let Fpreserve colimits of chains oflength a, where 
LY is a limit ordinal. Then each regular algebraized chain in A*(F) is stationary. 
Corollary. Under the above assumptions, A(F) has free algebras, is cocomplete, every 
(generalized) partial F-algebra has a completion and every functor A(F) + A(G) 
induced by transformation G -j F has a left adjoint. Moreover, free algebras, colimits, 
completions and free objects are constructive. 
Proof. The same as that of 8.5 (1) (for s = cy). 
9. Applications for epis preserving functors 
Through this section, we assume a fixed image factorization system in K. 
9.1. Proposition [15]. LetKbe cocomplete. LetF : K + Kpreserve F, i.e. FE c e. Then . 
a morphism A + 3 in A*(F) is in E * @each of its components is in E. 
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Proof. Let d be the class of all morphisms in A*(F) whose all components are in F. 
To prove F = E*, ’ It suffices to show that (E, CL*) is also an image factorization system 
in A*(F). As 5 c E *, E is closed under composition and contains all isomorphisms, it 
is enough to show that each morphism {Xi + Yi} from d = ({Xi}, W) t0 3 = ({E;}, ~7) 
admits an (E, CL*)-factorization which is unique up to an isomorphism. To end this, 
consider the (E, I*))-factorizations X, + Zi ---, Yi of maps Xi -+ Yi and define maps 
Z, + Zj (i <j), FZi -+ Z,+r (i 2 0) by the fill-in-property in diagrams 
x, - z, - ‘L; FX, -FZ, -FY, 
I 1 Ii I I 
X,----Z----Y 
J I 
X t+, -z+, - y,+, 
These maps make {Zi} an algebraized chain %‘= ({Zi}, {FZi + Zi+r}) and make 
{Xi -+ Zi} ({Zi -+ Yi}) an d-morphism from ~4 to % (an CL*-morphism from % to 93, 
resp.). Moreover, they are uniquely determined by the commutativity of the above 
diagrams and so, the (F, p*)-factorization is unique. 
9.2. Corollary [15]. Under the hypothesis of the last theorem, if K is, in addition, 
e-co-well-powered then, an &*-image of a stationary algebraited chain is stationary, 
too. 
9.3. Theorem. Let K be cocomplete, e-co-well-powered (where (E, CL) is an image 
factorization system in K). Let F: K -+ Kpreserve F, i.e. FE c E and let A(F) have free 
algebras. Then 
(a) A(F) is reflective in A*(F); 
(b) [4], A(F) is cocomplete; 
(c) each g.p.a. FX c P -+ X has a completion in A(F); 
(d) [ 131, each functorA(F) + A(G) induced by a transformation has a left adjoint. 
Moreover, if all the free algebras are constructive so are the colimits [4 1, free objects [ 131 
and completions. 
Proof. (a) As A(F) has free algebras, every free algebraized chain @X has a 
reflection X” in A(F), see 1.3. Let ~2 be in A*(F). Define d + ~4”‘, (USA)* - SP by 
the pushout 
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As @U& + .s4 is in E *, so is (U&)* + &I’. By 9.2 &’ is stationary and so it has a 
reflection.&“-+ &‘= Lim &“inA(F). It follows by8.2 that (U&)* ---, &‘-+ &‘E E*. 
Let us prove that ~2 -+ &” + d’ is a reflection of & in A(F). If d + 3 is a morphism 
with a in A(F), @lJ& * & + 28 factors as @lJ.. + (U&)* + 23. Hence a 
morphism s&‘-+ % (see the above pushout), which factors as &“+ .N+ .??3. 
Consequently, d -+ 5% = ~4 --, &” --, &” --, 3. Clearly, ~4’ -j .?4 is unique because of 
the universal property of the reflection ~2” -+ Lim ~4” and of the above pushout. 
(b), (c), (d) follow by (a) and 1.3. 
If the free algebras in A(F) are constructive, i.e., if all @X are stationary, so are all 
~2 in A*(F) because of a canonical a*-morphisms @lJ& + &. This concludes the 
proof. 
Remark. The hypothesis that F preserves E is not redundant: Adamek exhibits in 
[2] a functor F in the category of graphs such that A(F) has free algebras and A(F) 
has not coequalizers. Moreover, free algebras in A(F) are constructive. 
9.4. Theorem. Let K be cocomplete, e-co-well-powered and let FE c E. Then each 
g.p.a. d= (FX +-P+X) with P -+ FX E E has a constructive completion d’. 
Moreover, if d’ = ({X,}, w), then all Xi + Xi are in E. 
Proof. Let us consider the pushout 6.2 defining X0 + X1 in the completion con- 
struction ({Xi}, w) for ~4. As P + FX E E, also X0 -+ Xr E E. Suppose that i > 0 and 
that Xk-,Xi~e for k<j<i. Let i=r+l. As FEEE, we have FXk-tFXjEe 
(k < jc I) and so colimk+iSrFXk ---, FX, E E. Then also X, --, Xr+r s E (see the 
- pushout in 2.2) and so X, -+ X,,, =X, --, X,+r + X,+r E E. If i is limit then colimit 
maps of any B -chain are in E. Hence Xi -+ Xi = Xi + Xi -+ Xi E E for j < i. Thus, all 
Xi -+Xi are in E. As K is ~-co-well-powered, the completion construction is 
stationary. 
9.5. Corollary [ 131. Let K be cocomplete, e-co-well-powered and let FE E E. Then 
every functor A (F) - A(G) induced by an E -transformation G -+F has a left adjoint 
which is constructive. 
Proof. 7.4 and 9.4. 
9.6. Corollary [ 1,2,4]. LetK becocomplete, e-co- well-poweredand 1etFe c E. Then 
A(F) has coequalizers which are constructive; moreover, they are in E *. 
10. Applications in triples 
10.1. Theorem. Let K be cocomplete, e-co-well-powered and let 7~ = (F, 77, CL) be a 
triple in K with F(F) c E. Then 
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(i) The category K” of a-algebras is reflective in A*(F) and hence in A(F). 
(ii) R” is cocomplete. 
(iii) [2] K” is closed under coequalizers in A(F) and so, coequalizers in K” are 
constructive. 
Proof. (i) It is the same as that one of 9.3 (a): we replace only A(F) by K ?r and prove 
that the resulting algebra S& is in K”. As (U&)* -+ SCE F*, it is enough to prove that 
K” is closed under &*-images in A(F). To end this, let us consult the following 
diagrams, which force that if FX + X is a r-algebra and X /, Y E E then FY -+ Y 
is a rr-algebra, too (it is crucial that f and F’f are epis). 
^rlx 0 
X-FX-X 
fEel r)” lFf WI I’ 
YAFY-Y 
F’t 
0 
FX- 
I 
Ff 
w ’ 
FY - 
(ii) is just a corollary of (i). 
(iii) follows by 9.6. 
10.2. Remark. The above statement (ii) is a version of cocompleteness theorems by 
Linton [lo] and Barr [7]. In contrary to [lo], [7] we need no completeness 
assumptions. Both Barr and Linton use formally different hypotheses than those 
above, but Adamek shows [2] that these are equivalent to the above hypotheses plus 
the existence of products (Linton) or limits (Barr). The proposition (ii) has been 
proved also by Adamek [l, 21 under our assumption. 
10.3. Triple modified completion construction. Let rr = (F, 77, CL) be a triple in K. Let 
& = (FX +-P + X) be a g.p.a. Define an algebraized chain ti” = ({Xi}, o) as 
follows: 
(1) X0 = X, X0 + X1 and FXO ---, X1 are defined by a pushout 
P -& 
(*) 
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(2) If i = r + 2, define Xi -+ X; = .Xr+2 + Xrt2 as the colimit map in the diagram 
(**> 
X ,+I 
I 
FX,+ I - xcz 
As Xr+z is the terminal vertice of the diagram, we have Xr+2 + X,+2 E E (recall that 
(a) is a pushout defining X,+2, see 2.2). 
(3) Ifi=r+1Ori=rfOrrlimit,pLltX~=Xj,X~-+X~~1. 
10.4. Proposition. If the triple modified completion construction ~4~ for d is sta- 
tionary, then Lim d” is a reflection of d in the category K” of r-algebras. 
Proof. Let &! + 93 =X --, Y be a morphism in GPA(F) where 93 E K”, 53 = 
(FY-,Y). Then X-,Y=XO -+ Y can be uniquely extended to an A”(F)- 
morphism {Xi + Y} = &’ + 3. In fact, Xi + Y is obtained by means of the 
pushout (*). If i > 1 then determining maps of 93 are identities 1: Y + Y so that we 
have to define Xi --, Y (if Xi -j Y has been defined) such that Xi + Xi + Y = 
Xi ---f Y. This is clear for i = r + 1 and i = r for r limit (see (3) above). If i = r + 2, we use 
the axioms for a triple algebra to observe that Xr+,-+ Y and corresponding 
composite maps form a compatible family for the diagram (**). Hence a map 
X r+2 -+ Y with Xr+2 -+ Xr+2 + Y = X,+2 * Y. This map is unique because 
%+2 + Xr+z is an epi being in E. 
Let d” be stationary, say X, =X,+i =. . . , i.e. Lim .RZ~ =FX, - X,+i =X,. 
As (*) commutes, Xc-,X, is a morphism from d to Lim SC and d -+ $B 
factors as d + Lim SC - 5% This factorization is unique because of unicity 
of {Xi -+ Y}. Thus, to prove that d += Lim.& is a reflection of ~4 in K”, it is 
enough to show that Lim d” is a r-algebra. To end this, consider the diagram (**) 
which commutes in the sense that every two path’s from a vertice of (**) to 
X,+2 are equal; putting 
Z =X, = X,+i, u = FX, + Xr+l, i.e. Lim s4” = FZ AZ, we have 
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F’Z-=+FZ 
cT 
FZ-Z 
which proves that Lim dr8” is a r-algebra. 
10.5. Theorem. Let K be cocomplete and e-co-well-powered and let F preserve 
colimits (unions, resp.) of y-chains of length (Y (cr a limit ordinal). Let r = (F, 77, t.~) be 
a triple in K. 
(i) The category K” of r-algebras is reflective in GPA(F) and hence in A(F). 
(ii) K” is cocomplete. 
Proof. (i) It suffices to show that our triple modified completion construction 
d = ({Xi}, w) is stationary. If F preserves the unions we use 8.5(2). If F preserves 
the colimits, let us apply Lemma in 8.5 twice (first for {Xi} and then for {FXa(i)}) to 
obtain an ordinal s such that both F and F2 preserve the colimit of {Xlli+. Then 
X, + Xs+r is an isomorphism (by the same argument as in 8.5(l)). Without loss of 
generality, X, = Xscl, X, ---$ Xstl = 1. The colimit passage colim,c;s applied to 
diagrams (+ +) with r <s gives the commutativity of (+ +) with r = s which, 
1 
together with the fact that FX, + FX,+I = FX, - FX,, yields 
X r+l + xr+2 = Xr+l -X,+2 =x,+1 - ’ x+1. 
We proceed by induction repeating this argument and prove that all 
Xi + Xi (s < i ~j) are identities. 
(ii) follows by (i) and 8.5, Corollary. 
Remark. (ii) has been proved by Barr [7] under slightly different assumptions, see 
8.5. 
11. Left adjoint construction for K = Set 
11.1. The aim of the last section is to prove the following: 
Theorem. Let cp : G ---, F be a transformation, F, G : Set - Set. Then the induced 
functor (PR: A(F) + A(G) has a left adjoint iff one of the following holds: 
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(i) A(F) has free algebras (equivalently : for every set X there is a cardinal0 3 IX] 
with lFp/ s 0). 
(ii) rp is an epitransformation. 
(iii) F = F1 v C, where F1 is the image of cp and there is a finite cardinal p a o such 
that IF(XvP)-FXj=0f or every X # 0, and if G0 = 0, then, in addition, JFX) = 1x1 
for some X. 
(iv) F = F, v C, where FI is the image of cp and there is an infinite cardinal ,B 2 a 
such that IF(X v p)- FXI SP f or every X # 0, and, if G0 = 0, then, in addition, 
JFXI = 1x1 for some X. 
Moreover, if the left adjoint to (PR does exist, then it is constructive. 
In the above theorem, the following notation is used: C, denotes a functor which is 
constant on non-void sets: C,X = cy, X # 0, where LY is a cardinal; the value at 0 is 
ignored. 
Further, in the sum X v 0, X and ,8 are regarded as subsets of X v /3 (i.e. the 
summand injections are supposed to be inclusions). Analogously, FX is a subset of 
F(X v 0); namely, we use the following: 
Convention. Every functor preserves inclusions, that is, if Xc Y, X#Ca, and 
j: X + Y is the inclusion, then FX c FY and Fj is the inclusion, too. (It is proved in 
[l] that every functor F: Set -+ Set is naturally equivalent with a functor with this 
property.) 
11.2. Let F be a functor, X a set and x E FX Put 
Lemma [ 161. Either gI is a filter on X or 9X contains all non -void subsets of X. 
11.3. Lemma [8]. Let f: X -+ Y be a one -to-one mapping, X # 0, let x E FX and let 
y = Ffx. Then 
11.4. Lemma. If the square below is a pushout in Set, then /X - Im f j = ( Y - Im g/ 
(here Im f denotes {f(x); x E A}). 
Proof is obvious. 
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11.5. In what follows, we shall investigate the cardinality of the set F(X v p)-FX, 
where F is a functor and X, p sets. For the convenience, we shall assume that 
X n p = I? so that X v p = Xu /3. In particular, X is a subset of X v /3 (and so FX is a 
subset of F(X v fi) in sense of 11.1). 
Lemma. Let @ > 0 be a finite cardinal. If IF(X v /3) - FXI -=c /3 for every X # 8, then 
(F(XvP)-FX)=!JforeveryXfO. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and pick an element x E F(X u p)- FX. As x& FX, 
each Y E 9X meets /3. Consider a Y E 9X with 1 Y n p) minimal. Let 2 be an infinite 
set, 2 1 X, 2 n p = 0. Then there exists a one-to-one mapping j: X up + 2 u /3 
such that 
(1) Ii(Y)n 1, sayj(Y)n@ ={z}, andj(z)=z; 
(2) i(P - Y)= P - Y. 
Put y = Fj(x). We have y E F(.Z up)- FZ, i.e. 
(3) Z&9$. 
In fact, assuming y E FZ, we would have Z E Sy and so i-‘(Z) E Sx by 11.3 (ii). But 
li~‘~Z~~~l=IY~~~-~~~l=lY~BI-~, a contradiction with the minimality of 
) Y n/31, Further, it follows by (1) and 11.3 (i) that 
(4) zu{Z}E9y. 
Let fr, . . . , fp be bijections from Z up to Z up such that 
(5) fi(Z)=Z,fi(p)=P,i=l,...,P; 
(6) i #i+fi(z)ff;(Z). 
Put yi=Ffi(y); by 11.3 (i) and (4) ZU{fi(t)}E9yx for every i=l,...,p. From 
(3~(6) and 11.3 we get 
(7) Z~S9~,,i=l,..., /3; 
(8) Z U {fi(z )I E gyi. 
It follows yi # yj for i # j; indeed, if yi = yj for some i #j, then gyi = gyi and 9,,, is a 
filter by 11.2; thus by (6) and (8) we have Z = (Z u{fi(Z)})n (Z u{fi(z)})~ sy, - a 
contradiction with (7). 
By(7),yi~F(ZuP)-FZ,i=1,...,P.HenceIF(ZvB)-FZ(~P,acontradic- 
tion with the assumptions of the Lemma. 
11.6. Proposition. Let p > 0 be a finite cardinal such that 
F(Xvp)-FX=(b 
for every X f Cn. Let d = (FXO + P + XC,) be a g.p.a. with IFX, - Im(P -+ FXo)I +C P 
and X0 f 0. Then zl has a constructive completion. 
Proof. Let ({Xi}, {oi}) be the completion construction for &. Consider the pushouts 
defining X0 -+ X1, X1 + X2: 
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P- FX” -FX, 
I I I 
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X” -x, -x2 
By 11.4 we have /X1 - Im(X, ---, Xi)/ < /3. It follows easily from 11.5 that FXO -+ FXI 
is an epi. Observing that ({Xi}i>o, {wi}i>o) is just the completion construction for 
FXI +-FXO-+X1, we use 9.4 to obtain the stationarity of the cpmpletion con- 
struction for d. 
11.7 Lemma. Let /3 be an infinite cardinal such that 
for every X # 0. Let f: Y + X be a mapping with IX - Im f ( c p. Then also IFX - 
Im Ff[ 6 p. 
Proof is obvious. 
11.8. Lemma. Let /3 be an infinite cardinal such that 
for every X # 0. Let ~4 = (FXO +-P + X,) be a g.p.a. with X, # 0 and JFXO- 
Im(P --, FXo)l G /3. Let ({Xi}, {wi}) be the completion construction ford. Then for every 
ordinal i c p’ (where /3’ denotes the successor of p in the class of cardinals), 
(+) IX, -Uj<i Im(X + X)1 G /3. 
Proof. We proceed by induction. For j = 1, remember that X0 -+ X1 is defined by a 
pushout 
P ’ FXO 
and use 11.4. 
If j> 1, j = r + 1, then X,,, and X, -+ Xr+i are defined by a pushout 
colim FX, l FX, , i , 
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By the induction assumption, we have IX, - Im(Xj -+ X,)1 G /3 for every i < r. Due to 
11.7 also (FX, - Im(FXj + FX,)l s p. AS (rj < P+, it follows (FX, - 
Im(colimi,,FXj ---, FX,)] G 0. Hence /XI+1 - Im(Xr -+ X,+1)] s p by 11.4. 
The case i limit is clear. 
11.9. The following is proved in [9, Proposition 1.41. 
Lemma. Let p be an infinite cardinal. If there exists an element x E FI3 such that no 
YE 9x is bounded in ,B, then there exists more than 0 of such elements in F/3. 
Corollary. If X0 c, X1 5. . . 5X, 5. . . (i < /3) is an infinite chain of sets, X, = 
Ui<e Xi, and if the set FXe -Ui<a FXi is non-void, then it has more than p elements. 
11.10. Corollary. Let {Xi}i<a be an infinite chain in Set with X, = colimi<p Xi. 
Denote Xio = Im(Xi -+ Xe) for i < p. Let 0 < IXip - UtCi Xi, ( c /3 for all i < p. Let Fbe 
a functor such that ]F(X v p)-FXl~p f or every X # 0. Then the induced map 
colimi<a FXi + F(colimi<p Xi) is an epi. 
11.11. Proposition. Let 13 be an infinite cardinal such that 
for every X # $4. Let ~4 = (FX,, +- P + X0) be a g.p.a. with X0 f 0 and (FXO- 
Im(P -+ FX,)( s p. Then d has a constructive completion. 
Proof. Consider the completion construction ({Xi}, {wi}) for .& For i <I, define 
Xi,j c Xi by Xi,j = Im(Xi + Xi). By 11.8 we get 1x0 - Xip j c fi for every i > 13 and 
then by 11.10 we obtain that colimi<p FX; -+ F(colim,<-pXi) is an epi. As 
({Xl}iaB, {Wi}iap) is just the completion construction for the g.p.a. 
FX, + colim,,p FXt -+= Xa, it is stationary by 9.4 and so is the completion con- 
struction for d. 
11.12. Remarks. (a) If x E FX and if 9. contains all non-void subsets of X, then x 
generates a subfunctor of F which is naturally equivalent to C, (this follows easily 
from [8, 161). 
(b) Consequently, in any FX, there is at most (Fl 1 elements x such that sx 
contains all non-void subsets of X. 
(c) If A, B c X, A n B = 0, then for every x E FA n FB, Sx contains all non-void 
subsets of X (see [16]). 
(d) For every functor F, every set X and every cardinal /3 > F 1, 
IF/3IcJ(F(Xv@)-FX)uFl(. 
(Proof: apply (c) on A = X, B = 13 and use (b).) 
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11.13. Proposition [9, 171. A(F) has a free algebra over X iff there is a cardinal 0 
with IX v Fflj s ,& Thus, jA(F) has all free algebras iff for every X there is /3 with 
pz]XJ and IFp)=p. M oreover, free algebras in A(F) are always constructive. 
11.14. Observation. Consider a transformation cp: G + F, F, G: Set -+ Set, and the 
induced functor (Pi : A(F) + A(G). If G0 = 0 then the free object over G0 - 0 with 
respect to (Pi is just the free algebra over 0 in A(F); this free algebra exists iff 
IFXJ = 1x1 for some X (see 11.13). Thus any necessary and sufficient condition for PR 
to have left adjoint must imply: 
If G0 = 0, then IFX[ = 1x1 for some X. 
11.15. Proof of 11.1. The sufficiency of the above conditions is provided by 9.3,9.5, 
11.6 (see also 7.3) 11.11 (see also 7.3) and 11.14. To prove the necessity, let us 
assume that (PR has a left adjoint (pL. For every set X, denote Ax = FX-Im cpx. 
Further, let &x = GX -+ X be a G-algebra such that the map GX +X is constant. 
Then (P&‘~ is a completion of the g.p.a. px = FX +- GX ---, X. The g.p.a. gx admits 
a one-to-one morphism into an F-algebra, namely the identity map to FX ---, X 
where the map FX -+ X is constant with the same value as GX + X. By virtue of 
6.8, there is a pushout 
with X -+ Y a manic. Thus, we may write Y = X v px and suppose that X ----, Y is 
the summand embedding. 
According to 11.4, )FY - Im(GX - FX -+ FY)I = j Y - Im(X -+ Y)l, that is 
(S) Px = I(F(X v Px)-FX)v &I. 
If IXl</Zl then &,- is a retract of dz. It follows from the naturality of maps 
X+Xvpx thatpx” pz whenever IX\< jZI. They are two possibilities: 
(I) The family {fix} is bounded, i.e. B x = p for some p and all sufficiently large sets 
X. 
(II) The family {/3x} is unbounded. 
In case (I), we have also jAx 1 s j.3 for all X. Pick any element x E Ax. Let 2 be a set 
such that there are one-to-one maps fa: X -+ Z ((Y 4 p’) with pairwise disjoint 
images. Put ye = Ff,(x) ((Y < p’). For every cy, yu E AZ (otherwise we could choose a 
retraction r, to fu and we would have x = Fr, 0 Ffa(x)& Ax - a contradiction). As 
jAzl~/3 at least two of elements y, are equal, say yu, = ya, = y ((or Z cyz). Then 
fa,(X), fn,(X)~ sy and so %y contains all non-void subsets of 2 (see 11.2). Thus SK 
contains all non-void subsets of X, due to 11.3 (ii), and x generates a constant 
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subfunctor of F which is naturally equivalent to C1 by 11.12 (a). Consequently, 
elements of all the Ax’s constitute a constant subfunctor C, which is a summand.: 
F = F1 v C, where F1 is the image of cp and (Y = (Ax (. If (Y = 0, we have (ii). If (Y < 0 
and p is finite, we obtain from ($) 
IF(X VP)-FXl<B 
for all sufficiently large sets X. Then clearly IF(X v /3)- FX( <p for every X # 0 and 
(iii) follows by 11.5 and 11.14. 
If p is infinite, (3) forces jF(X v p)- FXI s /? for all sufficiently large X, and so for all 
X # 0; hence (iv) is valid (see also 11.14). 
In case (II), we use 11.12 (d) to obtain (i). The proof of 11.1 is finished. 
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